THE TAKEOFF!

ORDER OF THE NIGHT:
RULES OF SHOW, OPENING BIT WITH VEGAS FLIGHTS

SET 1:

VEGAS FLIGHTS
ROSIE CAKES
ALEX KUNTOVA
DAIZY
AJ NOX
LUNA TONIC
SEVEN
JADEN MARIA SELENA

10 MIN INTERMISSION
THE TAKEOFF!

SET 2:

THE AIRPORT "UGLY HEART"

ROSIE CAKES
ALEX KUNTOVA
DAIZY
LUNA TONIC
JADEN MARIA SELENA
SEVEN
AJ NOX
VEGAS FLIGHTS

CLOSING BIT & RUNWAY WITH CAST
Letter from Vegas:

I cannot put into words the emotions this project has had for me. I started drag when I was 16, with a desire for celebration. To finally obtain the security for once of not being villainized for my femininity. The magic of being a queer youth brought me that. Drag brought all of us family, it brought us confidence, peace, a creative escape to create a physical version of the magic living inside our heads. Over the past few years, our community has forgotten about that. The magic began to dull. But this show has proven once again, the dreams will not be ignored.

All of us have share the position of feeling alone, isolated, a ghost to our environments. The work being shared with all of you tonight is the definition of why queer youth needs to be visible. This show creates the bridge for people to see themselves on stage.

Our stories are all different, yet all have gifted us growth. Our experiences create lessons for building ourselves into the people we are. If the stories connect, the relief that we are together in this journey truly creates an impact.

To Daizy, thank you for being incredibly brave, and inspiring myself to push even harder to make this project happen.

Rosie, you are one of the most phenomenal artists I’ve ever met. Thank you for pushing me out of my box and staying true to who you are always.

Alex, your confidence and sensuality is infectious, and your peaceful elegance covers a room that I adore.

Jaden, thank you for gifting me the trust to celebrate your beauty. You are truly one of a kind, and have always been enchanting.

Luna, I am so proud to see your shell come alive, and for you to finally get the exposure your twisted mind desires, your dedication shows.
Chas, I couldn’t have done this journey without you; you are the beginning and have still stayed the entire story. I hope you know we are making our 16 year old selves proud.

AJ, thank you for being the biggest motivation for me. You are the definition of theatrics, and have a story that deserves to have the pages read and adored.

Seven, you have become one of the most clean and dedicated artists I’ve met. Your kindness has saved more souls around you than you know.

Hannah, thank you for being my creative partner in crime, and for dealing with my chaos. Thank you for making some beautiful imagery, almost just as beautiful as you.

Henry, thank you for believing in me and reminding me of my value as a member of this community. You have gifted me hope again, and for that I am forever grateful.

Kari Anne, you have been my rock with this project. Thank you for trusting my chaos, and making me believe in myself again. This magic couldn’t be done without you.

To those reading, it’s because of you these artists can have the love in this space to create some of the best magic in their careers. My love for all of you fills the room. Thank you for believing in me. Thank you for showing up for the queer youth in our community.

We all began as such, spreading the love we wish we gathered makes the world more colorful than you could know.

Welcome to the journey, with the destination possible thanks to you! Fasten your seatbelts and prepare for Takeoff!

[Vegas’s signature]